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personal statement
I’m a dynamic graphic designer of over 25 years experience, working mainly within the publishing
industry across a wide range of titles from short children’s books through to heavy-weight medical homereference volumes. Within this work I have been involved in both art direction and project management
as well as ‘hands-on’ design work, with a good working knowledge of InDesign and Photoshop.
I have a catholic range of interests, ranging from an active participation in stone carving and lettering;
non-functional, expressive typography; a strong and knowledgeable interest in natural history and
science. I also read across a broad range of literary genres and have an extensive library of art and
design books.

creative achievements
evolved the Dorling Kindersley ‘look’ at a time when it had become tired and predictable.
art-directed some of DK’s best-selling titles.
oversaw a team of up to 50 designers working in an integrated system with an approximately equal
number of editors.
have project-managed books with budgets from £10K to approaching £1 million.
successfully led DK books into areas the company had never published previously, eg Military History.
ensured ongoing and appropriate innovation in long-term key DK relationships, eg the First Aid Manual
with the First Aid Societies.
developed links with education through internships to give a wider, more diverse design intake for DK.
styled and developed a new range of children’s reference titles for Scholastic Inc, plus developed all
jackets for these titles.
developed a complimentary range of free, downloadable ‘digi-books’ for all print titles.
exhibited sculpture with Free Painters and Sculptors in the ‘Then and Now’ exhibition at the Royal
Opera Arcade Gallery.

key skills
excellent editorial design skills in visually structuring content for the page and across the book
experience of commissioning illustrators across a wide variety of media from full 3D photo-realistic
artworks to traditional hand-drawn artworks
outward-looking across all areas of design
wide experience in photography commissioning and art direction – still life/location/people/animals
proven project management skills across a wide range of project types
strong leadeship skills, particularly promoting the design-led message
technically proficient in InDesign and Photoshop
excellent team development and pastoral skills
good market awareness
wide range of contacts

career overview
2010-date		
		
		

freelance Art Director for children’s reference list for Scholastic US, visiting
lecturer on MA Information Design and Book Design courses at Reading University,
stone carver

Oct 2009		

took voluntary redundancy from Dorling Kindersley to become a designer again

2001–2009

Art Director of Dorling Kindersley Adult Reference Department

1989		

employed as Design Assistant at Dorling Kindersley Ltd

1986–1989

BA (Hons) Visual Communication Design Ravensbourne College of Design (2.1)

1985–1986

Foundation Art and Design at Harrogate College of Art and Design (Distinction)

1979–1985
		

worked in R&D and QA laboratories of a local sticky-paper manufacturer in home town
of Scarborough

key work
WEAPON
Pub 2008
Chronological catalogue
of weapons through
the ages

1500 — 1775

3 154–155 european hunting guns from 1700

the early modern world

ART
Pub 2008
600pp art encyclopedia
organised chronologically
with innovative ‘central
axis’ layout

3 244–245 sporting guns 1775–1900

european
hunting guns
1600 –1700

3 312–313 sporting guns 1900–2006

hunting, both for sport and for the pot, became far more
predictable with the introduction of firearms, and by the early
17th century the wheellock had become commonplace within
the ranks of the landed gentry. Rifled wheellocks from this period
were useful against even small game such as rabbits, but were slow
to load and needed to be stripped
for cleaning after around
30 rounds had been fired.
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itALiAN REpEAtiNG fLiNtLOCK
Italian gun maker Michele Lorenzoni lived in Florence
from 1683–1733, and invented an early form of repeating
breech-loading flintlock. Paired magazines, one for
powder and the other for shot, were located in the butt
stock, and the breech block was rotated for charging
by means of a lever on the left side of the gun.

date

c .1690

origin italy
weight 3.95kg (8½lb)
barrel 89cm (35in)
calibre .53in

Cover for serrated
striking wheel

Trigger

Squared shaft
for winding
mechanism

Winder

GERMAN WHEELLOCK
The wheellock was invented in
Italy, but within half a century fine
specimens were being produced
in Germany. This example has
its serrated wheel mounted
externally, to make it easier to
clean, though the rest of the lockwork is protected within the stock.

Spring holds cock firmly
against striking wheel
date

c

Aperture rear sight

Cock
Decorative
inlays

.1640

origin germany
weight 3.8kg (8¼lb)
barrel 86.4cm (34in)
calibre .65in

Exposed matchlock
mechanism
Trigger

Wheel cover

Cheekpiece

GERMAN WHEELLOCK
Wheellocks exist in three basic forms: fully enclosed; with
the wheel exposed but with the rest of the lock enclosed;
and with the entire mechanism exposed. The latter form,
known as a “Tschinke”, from the German town where it
was devised, is more easily damaged but easier to clean
and maintain. This example was made in Silesia, and its
stock is inlaid with horn and mother-of-pearl.

date

c

.1630

origin germany
weight 3.4kg (7¼lb)
barrel 94cm (37in)
calibre .33in

Barrel fixing pin
Brass lock
plate

Flint

Jaw-clamp screw
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Cock
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plate

full view
itALiAN WHEELLOCK
By the 17th century, the northern cities
of Brescia and Bologna had long
become the centres for the fabrication
of wheellock guns in Italy. This example
is by Lazarino Cominazzo of Brescia,
who was better known for his pistols.

date

c

.1630

sCOttisH sNApHAuNCE
The name snaphaunce derives from the Dutch
schnapp hahn, meaning “pecking hen”, which it
was thought to resemble. It was the first attempt to
simplify the wheellock’s method of striking sparks
from a piece of iron pyrites. This superb example is
attributed to Alison of Dundee, and was a gift from
James to Louis XIII of France.

Pan and touch-hole

origin italy
weight 1.9kg (4.2lb)
barrel 80cm (31½in)

Trigger guard

calibre .45in

Striking
steel
Pan

Cheek piece

sWEdisH “bALtiC” fLiNtLOCK
This early flintlock rifle, with a characteristic
Baltic lock from the south of Sweden, has the
distinctive “Goinge” type short butt stock
reminiscent of weapons of a still-earlier date.
Compared with later examples, its simple lock,
to a pattern devised in northern Germany, is
crudely made.

date

Fore stock

1614

barrel 96.5cm (38in)
calibre .45in

Fore sight

c .1650

origin sweden
weight 3.28kg (7½lb)

Pan and touch-hole

barrel 97.7cm (38½in)
calibre .4in

Silver-wire inlay
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date

origin scotland
weight 2kg (4¼lb)

Ramrod thimble
ENGLisH fLiNtLOCK
date
1690
Andrew Dolep was a Dutch gun maker who settled
in London and set up shop near Charing Cross.
origin england
He produced this magnificent flintlock – its walnut stock
weight 3.2kg (7lb)
extensively inlaid with silver wire – towards the end of his
barrel 38in (96½cm)
career. Dolep is credited with the design of the “Brown
calibre .75in
Bess” musket, which this gun resembles.
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DISCOVER MORE
Pub 2010-date
Some of the titles from a
new children’s reference
list for Scholastic Inc

MAGGIE
AND LUCY
LYRICAL
LOGO
Roundel logo for
London-based
acoustic duo

DAAR AGTER
Africaans house name carved
in Cumbrian sandstone

CRAZY
Portland stone
carving based on
grafitti letterforms

